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SYDNEY: Regulators accused Australia’s Westpac
Banking Corp of 23 million breaches of anti-money
laundering laws, saying the banking giant ignored red
flags and for years enabled payments from convicted
child sex offenders and “high risk” countries. The
oversight failure at Australia’s second-largest bank led
to deep systemic non-compliance with anti-money
laundering laws, financial crime watchdog AUSTRAC
said in a civil court filing yesterday. 

The regulator is pursuing fines of up to A$21 million
($14 million) for every transaction Westpac failed to
monitor adequately or report on time in the country’s
biggest ever money laundering scandal. In theory, that
could add up to whopping A$483 trillion in fines. The
lawsuit dwarfs a case AUSTRAC brought against larg-
er Commonwealth Bank of Australia which agreed last
year to pay a record A$700 million penalty after
admitting to allowing 53,750 payments that violated
similar protocols. 

It also brings fresh scrutiny to an industry still try-
ing to rebuild community trust after a bruising Royal
Commission public inquiry. “These contraventions are
the result of systemic failures in its control environ-
ment, indifference by senior management and inade-
quate oversight by the Board,” AUSTRAC said in the
court filing.

Westpac said it had self-reported the breaches to
AUSTRAC and had since shut down the service at the
centre of the complaint which let customers and affili-
ate overseas banks process payments from Australia.
“Like everyone who has read the statement of claim, I
am personally disgusted and appalled,” Westpac CEO
Brian Hartzer said on a call with reporters, adding the
bank “should have done better”.

Hartzer said he accepted most of the regulator’s
assertions but “at a senior executive level, for the
board, for me personally, in no way have we been
indifferent on this.” The lawsuit sent Westpac shares
down 3% by the close, outpacing a broader share
market decline of 1.4%, as investors began counting
the financial and reputational cost of the lawsuit. Brian
Johnson, an analyst at Jefferies, said he expected a
“meaningful, painful but not catastrophic civil penalty”
in the hundreds of millions of dollars range.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch analysts said they
saw downside risks for bank capital persisting until
fines, penalties and remediation provisions subside.
“This development epitomizes the more active
enforcement action stance taken by regulators gener-
ally in the post Royal Commission era,” they said in a
note. The AUSTRAC filing said Westpac knew since
2013 about “heightened child exploitation risks associ-
ated with people who made frequent low value pay-
ments to the Philippines and South East Asia” but did
not set up an automated detection system until 2018.
The Sydney-based bank had failed to conduct due
diligence on 12 customers who had made frequent
low-value transactions over several years which sug-
gested involvement in child exploitation, it said.

One customer who had served a prison sentence for
child exploitation set up several Westpac accounts.
Westpac detected suspicious activity in one account but
failed to review the other accounts which were used to
send payments to the Philippines, AUSTRAC said.
Westpac meanwhile maintained relationships with off-
shore banks without assessing their business relationships,
products, customers or payments, even when those banks
disclosed relationships with “high risk or sanctioned coun-
tries including Iraq, Lebanon, Ukraine, Zimbabwe, and
Democratic Republic of Congo”.—Reuters
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China trims benchmark lending 
rate again to shore up economy

PBOC likely to cut rates more aggressively in coming months
SHANGHAI: China lowered its lending
benchmark rate yesterday, as widely
expected, to reduce company funding costs
and shore up an economy hurt by slowing
demand and US trade tariffs. The cut was
the second to a key Chinese rate this week
and came a day after central bank governor
Yi Gang said Beijing would step up credit
support and lower real lending rates, as
pressure on the world’s second-largest
economy increases.

With growth sliding to near 30-year
lows and a partial trade deal with the
United States proving elusive, China has
slowly picked up its tempo of policy easing
in recent weeks, with authorities pushing
banks to keep supporting cash-strapped
small- and medium-sized businesses. 

Yesterday’s pruning of the loan prime
rate (LPR) followed China’s first cut in a
short-term market rate in four years on
Monday, suggesting the start of “a new eas-
ing cycle”, said Ji Tianhe, China head of for-
eign exchange and local markets strategy at
BNP Paribas in Beijing, who says there is
room for rates to go lower. The one-year
LPR, a rate set by the People’s Bank of
China (PBOC) based on quotes from a pan-
el of banks, fell five basis points to 4.15%
from 4.20% in October. The five-year LPR
was lowered by the same margin to 4.80%
from 4.85%.

The one-year LPR has now been reduced
three times since it became the official lend-
ing benchmark in August, and this week’s
twin cuts suggest the PBOC is keen to push

ahead with lowering financing costs across
the curve despite pressures on inflation from
rising pork prices from an outbreak of
African Swine Fever. All 64 respondents in a
Reuters snap survey this week had predicted
a reduction in the one-year LPR, which is set
on the 20th of each month. Thirty-seven
respondents also expected the five-year rate
to be cut for the first time.

The lowering of the five-year rate, which
is used to price housing mortgages, could
suggest policymakers may be softening
their cautious regulatory stance toward the
property market, a major growth driver in
the past, Capital Economics said in a
research note. “With the prop from recent
monetary easing likely to be underwhelm-
ing and headwinds to economic growth
mounting, we think the PBOC will start to
cut rates more aggressively in the coming
months,” Martin Lynge Rasmussen, China
economist at Capital Economics, said in a
research note.

Top policymakers had vowed in July they
would not use the property market as a
form of short-term stimulus, which would
risk an even sharper build-up in debt and
property bubbles. The global debt load has
surged $78 trillion since 2008, and China
alone has accounted for 40% of the
increase, according to a recent report by
the Institute of International Finance (IIF).

Is China relaxing its tough property
stance? China’s government has pledged
not to open the floodgates to massive stim-
ulus as it did in the past, and has largely

leaned on a prescription of higher infra-
structure spending, tax cuts and frequent
liquidity injections to cushion the current
slowdown. The PBOC has cut banks’
reserve requirement ratios (RRR) seven
times since early 2018 to free up more
funds for lending. Analysts at ING estimate
various liquidity injections totaled 955 bil-
lion yuan ($135.76 billion) in just over the
last three months.

The cut in the LPR was the third to a
major policy rate this month, though the
moves have been much more modest than
easing by the US Federal Reserve and some
other central banks. On Monday, the PBOC
unexpectedly trimmed the seven-day
reverse repurchase rate to 2.50% from
2.55%, which followed a cut in its medium-
term lending facility (MLF) just two weeks
ago. Analysts and traders believe policy-
makers are signaling to nervous markets
that they remain ready to act to prop up
slowing growth, despite a recent spike in
consumer inflation which some fear may
limit the central bank’s room to manoeuvre.

Tommy Xie, head of Greater China
research at OCBC Bank in Singapore, said
the latest cut would “buy more time for the
manufacturing sector to stabilize and the
infrastructure sector to catch up.” But he
added policymakers would remain cautious,
mindful of the balancing act between
spurring economic growth and creating
additional financial risks. The PBOC’s third-
quarter policy statement released on
Saturday had stirred speculation authorities

may ease restrictions on the sector to boost
economic activity.

The central bank removed a line saying
“housing is for living in, not for specula-
tion”, but kept a phrase that “the property
sector should not be used as a short-term
stimulus for the economy”, which appeared
in its second-quarter report. OCBC’s Xie,
however, did not think the cut in the five-
year rate yesterday meant China was relax-
ing its grip on the property market, where
regulators have spent years trying to curb
speculation and soaring prices.

Likewise, Yan Se, chief economist at
Founder Securities in Beijing, said there
may only be some fine-tuning of the coun-
try’s tight “one size fits all” housing policy.
Yan added that the reduction in the LPR
was to emphasize the MLF rate, which now
serves as the benchmark for the LPR, to
effectively lower the financing costs to the
real economy. The LPR is a lending refer-
ence rate set monthly by 18 banks. The
PBOC revamped the mechanism to price
LPR in August, loosely pegging it to the
MLF rate. — Reuters

SHANGHAI: A man ride his scooter near the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Power Generator Company
coal power plant in Shanghai. — AFP 

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: British Airways marked its 100th anniversary
at the British Embassy on Tuesday. Speaking at the cer-
emony, Moran Birger, Head of Sales for Asia Pacific and
Middle East, said BA is ready to invest £6.5 billion over
the next five years to improve the flying experience for
all customers. “This includes purchasing new aircraft
and refreshing our existing fleet, investing in cabins,
new lounges, Wi-Fi, catering and the rollout of our
brand new business class - Club Suite,” he said.  

To mark BA’s centenary this year, BA launched a dig-
ital archive looking of never-seen-before memories
from British Airways’ history and painted four aircraft
in heritage livery. BA also launched a new advertise-
ment and created centenary editions and limited edi-
tions of recipes. “We also launched our future facing
program - BA 2019, which has been leading the debate
on the future of flying, exploring the future of sustain-
able aviation fuels and the customer experience of the
future,” Birger said.  

“This year we also become the first airline world-
wide to introduce high-tech and eco-friendly remote
controlled devices to push back aircraft at Heathrow.
We were also the first UK airline to introduce automat-
ed biometric technology, with the launch of self-service
boarding gates; we also installed self-service bag drop
points at Heathrow and Gatwick, giving our customers
an even quicker check-in experience. By 2020, we will
have received more than 100 new aircraft in less than a
decade and by the end of 2020, we will have refur-
bished 93 existing long-haul aircraft,” Birger added. He
also mentioned the expansion of the BA network,
adding new routes such as Charleston, Pittsburgh, Kos,

Ljubljana and Bastia.   
British Ambassador to Kuwait Michael Davenport

said the celebration is not only about the 100th anniver-
sary of British Airways, but this year also marks 120
years of the famous Treaty of Friendship of 1899, which
opened a new era in UK-Kuwait relations. “Britain and
Kuwait have an extraordinarily special and longstanding
friendship stretching back into history. Ever since,
Britain and Kuwait have stood together in facing com-
mon treats, most notably in 1921, 1961 and again in 1991.
In 1921, Kuwait in fact saw the very first overseas
deployment of the newly constituted Royal Air Force,
which celebrated its centenary only last year,” he said.  

According to Davenport, during the past 120 years,
Kuwait and the UK have continued to deepen and
broaden cooperation across many fields. “Britain has
become a second home to many Kuwaitis. Kuwait
established the world’s first sovereign wealth fund with
its headquarters in London. British engineers, planners,
teachers and other professionals have contributed to
the remarkable transformation of Kuwaitis,” he added. 

He also lauded the tens of thousands of Kuwaitis
who have completed their studies at British universities.
“Today, more Kuwaitis are studying in Britain than ever

before. British Airways and predecessor airlines have
made a massive contribution to these ever-closer ties
between the two countries,” Davenport said. 

“I believe the first Imperial Airways Flight took off
for Kuwait from London 87 years ago. Without excel-
lent services between our two countries and without
the dedicated work of so many generations of British
Airways staff across the board, none of what we have
jointly achieved would have been possible. On August
21, 1919, British Airways’ first scheduled flight - by the
way the world’s very first scheduled international serv-
ice - took off from Hounslow for Paris carrying one
passenger and a consignment of leather, several braces
of grouse and a few jars of Devonshire clotted cream,”
he added. 

Since then, British Airways has established itself as
one of the world’s leading airlines in the new era of air
travel, offering quality, choice and convenience to the
154,000 customers who fly with them every day - 45
million every year.  “A BA aircraft takes off from some-
where in the world every 90 seconds. I believe you also
have some 45,000 staff worldwide including 4,700
engineers with an average of 19 years of experience
each,” Davenport noted. 

Michael Davenport Moran Birger
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LONDON: Blackhall Colliery has one claim to fame-
its beach featured in the climax of the Michael Caine
film “Get Carter”. Apart from that, it is like many
struggling former mining villages in northeast
England. But the village on the County Durham coast
is now at the centre of a mystery-as bundles of cash
keep turning up in the street. Durham Police said a
total of £26,000 ($33,500, 30,300 euros) had been
found over the past five years - 13 packages of
£2,000 in £20 notes.

“These bundles are always left in plain sight such
as on pavements and discovered by random members
of the public who have handed them in,” said
Detective Constable John Forster. The latest discov-
ery on Monday was the fourth this year, he added,
speculating that a Good Samaritan could be dropping
off the cash parcels. Forster, who said inquiries had so
far drawn a blank, praised the “incredible community
spirit” of the locals who had handed in the cash-with
newspapers suggesting the village could be the most
honest place in Britain.

Villagers speculated to The Guardian that the
mysterious benefactor could be “one of these secret
millionaires” or even a “Blackhall Santa”. “It’s not a
run-down area but nothing ever that good really hap-
pens around here,” one resident was quoted as telling
the newspaper.  “It might be someone trying to help-a
Santa’s little elf. I hope it’s that.” Like many other for-
mer pit villages, Blackhall Colliery has struggled since
its mine closed in the 1980s.— AFP 
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WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump’s visit to
Apple’s Texas manufacturing plant represents a truce in
the White House war on Silicon Valley and an unlikely
“bromance” with chief executive Tim Cook. The visit will
give the US leader a chance to hail American manufactur-
ing and step back, at least temporarily, from his tirade
against big technology firms. Apple announced in
September it would keep making its Mac Pro computer
in the United States, after obtaining tariff exemptions for
some components in the high-end computers.

The developments show an unusual Trump-Cook rela-
tionship in sharp contrast with the president’s attacks on
other tech giants. “On the face of it, it’s an unlikely rela-
tionship,” said Roger Kay, analyst at Endpoint
Technologies Associates who follows the sector. Cook,
who supported Democrat Hillary Clinton in 2016, has
been able to sidestep much of Trump’s anger by being
“very diplomatic,” Kay said. “He’s not saying ‘I love
Trump,’ but he’s not saying ‘I hate Trump,’” said Kay.

“He hasn’t made any disparaging public comments. By
not ruffling Trump’s feathers he’s gotten quite a lot out of
it.” Cook and Trump remain far apart on a number of
issues including trade and immigration, with Apple
opposing the White House plan to end protection for so-
called “dreamers” who came to the US as children. While
Apple has acknowledged it has paid some tariffs imposed
by Trump on goods imported from China, the iPhone

maker has so far avoided a major impact from the trade
friction.

Trump, who has called Google and social media firms
“biased” and been especially critical of Amazon CEO Jeff
Bezos - accusing him of using his personal investment in
the Washington Post for politics — has had mostly praise
for the Apple CEO. “Other companies hire very expen-
sive consultants,” Trump said in August. “But the only one
who calls me is Tim Cook. He calls me whenever there’s a
problem.” Trump, who once referred to the CEO as “Tim
Apple,” appears to be forging a friendly relationship with
Cook even when he offers criticism. In one tweet, he
seemed to fret over the design of the latest iPhones
which no longer have a home button. “To Tim: The Button
on the IPhone was FAR better than the Swipe!” Trump
wrote.

According to the Wall Street Journal, Cook has quietly
cultivated his relationship with Trump through the presi-
dent’s daughter Ivanka and her husband Jared Kushner,
both of whom advise the president. Trump appears to
have softened some of his positions on tariffs after hear-
ing Cook’s argument that punishing Apple would help
foreign rivals such as Samsung. “Tim Cook has gone out
of his way it seems to develop a relationship with
President Trump because he was concerned I’m sure of
the potential impact on the business” from Trump’s poli-
cies, said Bob O’Donnell of Technalysis Research.

Because most of Apple products are manufactured in
China, “there was a potentially large impact on profitabil-
ity,” O’Donnell said. “Tim Cook is trying to be pragmatic
and trying to address the issue by tackling it head on.”
Apple, which benefited from legislation signed by Trump
that reduced taxes on repatriated profits from 35 to 15
percent, has responded to White House efforts by pledg-
ing to invest $350 billion in the US economy by 2023
through its own manufacturing and from suppliers.

O’Donnell said that Cook’s efforts to forge a relation-
ship with Trump has some risks as well in Silicon Valley,
where the president is unpopular. —AFP 
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